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[n this issue there is reprinted an
article I wrote at the request of the
editor of Nrature:based upon a lengthy
paper prepared two years ago? The
paper has stimulated a number of pub
lished lettersa,405 some of which are

primarily emotional responses to the
suggestion that the Science Citation
hdex” may be used to measure the
performance of scientists, institutions,
or journals.

It is important to observe once again,
however, that the SCJQ is only a meas-
ure of certain observable sociological

phenomena. That our citation fdes can
help forecast the outcome of the Nobel

prize Committee’s deliberations is no
less significant than the ability to pre-
dict the outcome of other elections. It
is relevant to mention that another
Nobel prize has been awarded to a
scientist shown in the 1967 list.

It is also important to reiterate that
the format requirements of the SC1
itself may mean that less than routine

anal y sis of the SCl fries is required to
achieve even better forecasting. This is

emphasized in a letter submitted to
Nature by G.B. WeissG of N.Y.U. He
indicates that Nobelist Khorana would
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November 18, 1970
not have been forecasted even by ex-
tending the list in Fig. 3 to include all
authors who received 300 citations in
1967. In the space allotted to me in
i%ture [ could not explain in detail
how SCI data can be processed so as

to include even those scientists who do
not put their names first on team papers.
Actually there is evidence to indicate
that this would probably not be neces-

sary to the problem of forecasting
Nobel prizes because Khorana and
others would rank well enough on the
list of most cited authors to warrant
more detailed examination. Once there

is the slightest clue that someone de-
setwes consideration for such an award

any clerk could then determine his com-
plete citation count by identifying the
individual papers he co-authored. For

this he would use the SC1 Source
Index or any other standard author in-
dexes. In a future column I will dis-
cuss the many intriguing sociological
aspects of such analyses. 1 am confi-
dent that all those scientists who con-

tribute to the inexorable advance of

scientific frontiers will be identified by
citation analysis provided they publish
work which does indeed have an impact
on their peers.
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citation indexing, historio-b
and the sociology of science
by Eugene Gafileld, Ph. D., President
Institute for Scientific Information

biography,

Itis indeed an honor to have been asked by the Scientific Committee to replace
my friend and colleague, Professor Derek de Solla Price, as the speaker on this oc-
casion. I gladly accepted the challenge, but I cannot provide his unique blend of wit,
humor, and scholarship. Both Professor Price and Professor Robert K. Merton serve
on the Advisory Board of the Science Cifafion Index as representatives of the ‘Scien-
tists of Science’ – the name for a new breed of sociometrist concerned with the
historical, sociological, economic, and behavioral study of science and scientists,

In contrast to Price who has ‘turned’ from history to bibliography, or Merton who
has similarly ‘turned’ from sociology to find gold in the hills of bibliotopia, I am the
bibliographer turned historiographer and sociometrist. I, therefore, will not display
the ‘traditional’ scholarship of the medical historian who has painstakingly examined
each and every relevant ancient manuscript pertinent to his chosen field.

Indeed, my objective is to show that so-called traditional scholarship is an exercise
that is 80~0 drudgery and 2070 intellectuality. To write history, today as in the past,
one must be capable of martyr-like perseverance. It is a back-breaking chore to
identify and obtain suitable library materials. One of my library professors at Colum-
bia University once said that the availability of a comprehensive citation index would
probably abort 90W0 of the dissertations in the humanities and social sciences, My
purpose is to show that he was correct to the extent that many dissertations are
awarded as a sign of completing the monastic sentence of years of toil in the stacks of
libraries.

When I agreed to speak, I wrote the Secretary-General that I would use the oc-

casion to report to the medical library profession certain basic ideas I had first
reported three years ago at the Symposium on the Foundations of Access to Knowl-
edge (Garfield, 1968) in a paper entitled ‘“World Brain”” or “Memex?’” Mechanical
and intellectual requirements for universal bibliographic control’. In spite of the
essential novelty of these ideas for most of you, I could not, however, in clear con-
science merely paraphrase or parrot material that is three years old. This would be
disrespectful to the importance of such an international conclave. I will, therefore,
limit my initial remarks to a brief presentation of the basic notions involved in com-
paring primordial citations, subject indexing, and historio-bibliography. 1 will then
present some interesting new data generated since my first public discussion of
primordial citations. Not the least of this is a list of the 50 most frequently cited
journal articles and a recently compiled history of DNA updated since 1 first reported
the history of the genetic code using citation analysis (Garfield er al., 1964).

The appearance of the first ‘experimental’ Science Cira/ion Index in 1963 created
a mild furor in the literature. Not all the reviews were unfriendly: Professor Steinbach
(1964), using a group of graduate students to help him review the SCf, said in Science:

Any rea/ evakation o~Science Citation Index rnusf be based on an exfensive use (est.
and there has not been time for that. Most of us are accustomed to literature searches
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that begin with a subject. This, of course, presents real problems 1~one wishes
complete coverage OJthe subject, because subject matter indexes are no better than
/he choice of words indexed. Hawever, we are used to them — like an old shoe,
they are comfortable.
On the other hand, a number of so-~lled reviews were in fact emotional and

fearful responses to something quite different on the bibliographiml smne — like a
pair of new shoes. Most scientists and librarians, although working together on the
frontiers of knowledge, are basically conwrvative. They are, after all, only human —
and so am I. I can justify my own immodesty by referring to professor Merton’s recent
AAAS paper (1969) in which he states that a scientist need not hide his vanity because
it is quite healthy. The negative acclaim the SCI received by expefis such as Cleverdon
( 19M) only convinced me that the SC1 would be r=ognized as a milestone in medical
and scientific bibliography. Like the savants of the last century who proved that
airplanes could not fly, citation indexes should not work. But they do! This is not to say
that there is not plenty of room for improvement. J find it hard to predict what the
supersonic version will be. Possibly the major contribution of the .SCf is that it
contains a truly upto-date calendar year author index — the Source Index. The
Saurce Index is valuabIe not only in the process of citation verification and search by
author, but will eventually become the means for correcting thousands of author-
introduced citation errors that plague librarians every day.

A major semantic difficulty in discussing library systems is caused by the practice
among librarians and others, particularly physicians and engineers, of lumping to-
gether two distinct problems of information retrieval – in~ormation recovery and
inJormarion discavery (Garfield, 1966). Most scientists use author catalogs to fusd
books they know exist. This I call information recovery. In this sense, the English
word ‘retrieval’ is similar to the French word retrouver ‘to find again’. Scientists rarely
usc subject catalogs to recaver books. Many librarians have, therefore, justifiably
asked why we spend so much money creating them (Gore, 1966’).On the other hand,
it is known that scientists do make use of periodical indexes. Subject indexes facilitate
the process of information discovery — finding what is not known at the outset to
exist. When the Sa”ence Citation Index entered the bibliographic scene, it added
another means for accelerating information discovery. It is no surprise that the
SCl appealed, at first, primarily to the adventuresome scholar who uses all sorts of
serendipitous devices (Lederberg, 1959; Smith, 1964; Stonehill, 1965). This type of
man is usually glad to discover the unexpected.

At first the librarian found SC1 somewhat alien. Not only does a page of the
Citation hdex look strange (it could not have been otherwise), but the results of a
search often seem equally strange. One cannot evaluate the results of many SC1
discovery searches in exactly the same way that one can evaluate the traditional tool
for information recovery. In retros~, therefore, it is equally understandable that one
of the major uses by librarians of the Citation Index, for which it was not designed, is
citation verification. The intuition of the medical librarian on this is justified. In the
seven years for which we now ~ve citation indexes, an incredibly large percentage of
the entire tnediml literature ~S &en cited. There is a high but varying probability
tht, depending upon the year in which the paper was published, the citation one is at-
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tempting to verify will be found in the SCf. Of 2,000,000 items cited in 1968 alone.
about 2570 or halfa million were published in 1966 and [967. This would account foI
a very substantial percentage of the items indexed in Index Medicus, Chemical
Absrracrs, Biological Abstracts. and Excerpts Medics combined. More importantly,
it is as a tool for information discovery that the Cifalion Index section of the SC] must
be evaluated. Regrettably, we do not have any established criteria for such measure-
ment. Just as beauty is said to be in the eyes of the beholder, relevance is a quite
subjective variable for the bibliographic explorer. what is relevant to one investigator
is irrelevant to another.

One can develop methods for studying the overall retrieval etTectiveness of the
SC/ and other indexes in well-defined search topics. For an extensive literature search
on Thalidomide, Spencer (1967) compared the time of search with SCI to Chemical
Ab.rwacfs and Index Medicus. Though favorable to SCf, such studies, however, have
not revealed why the Xl, depending upon the circumstances, may or may not be
very effective at all. Of course, we can conduct user evaluations in which users express
general satisfaction or dissatisfaction, but this does not necessarily help us understand
the fundamental conceptual problem of subject analysis.

To understand what is being retrieved in an SCI search, we have to recognize the
underlying concept which is merely symbolized by a bibliographic citation. As libra-
rians, our traditional concept of a ‘subject’ is so ingrained that we fail to realize that
a word is merely a symbol for a concept. Chemists fall into the same trap and often
forget that a chemical formula is only symbolic of the ‘real’ thing. Words, formulas,
and citations are armroximations. Furthermore. semanticists know that no two. .
occurrences of the same word or symbol are identical. A subject heading or a key
word functions as an approximation which is usually about one order of magnitude
less specific than the approximation made by using a bibliographic citation as an
indexing term. Citation indexing is not only ‘in-depth’ indexing as contrasted to the
‘in-breadth’ indexing of permuterm indexes, but the type of unique specificity the
citation index provides is, at times, alarming to the traditional searcher. Indeed, a
completely negative result in searching the indexes for current references to a particu-
lar paper or book may lx exactly what the user expects or wants. Unfortunately,
we have no standard of comparison for evaluating indexing systems in this respect.

To evaluate the specificity of citation indexing, one must translate a citation
search question from the language of the citation index into the language of the word
index. This is not easy, but when the attempt is made one recognizes that, as an
indexing language, citation indexing also exhibits the characteristics of other indexing
languages. For example, the see references and see also references contained in a
typical controlled thesaurus can also be incorporated into citation indexes. As we will
see later, in order to bridge the gap between” the two indexing languages, 1 developed
the concept of the primordial term – including primordial citations and primordial
words.

One might ask why the term ‘key citation’, by analogy to ‘key word’, was not
chosen. When I first used the noun phrase ‘primordial citation’ (Garfield, 1968), it
was my intention that we design a dictionary of key citations. “The dictionary would
enable the librarian or student to make the transition from the symbolism of words
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Fig. /. Fifty most cited articles for 1967, ranked according 10 total limes cited. (Refer to Appen-
dix A)

to the symbolism of citations. Ordinarily, the subject expert does not require this
assistance. The dictionary of key citations, however, soon became the dictionary of
primordia/ cirarions for several reasons which are discussed below. But first I wish to
note that a major portion of the work on this dictionary has now been completed as we
have thus far compiled lists of the 20,000 most frequently cited papers for a five-year
period. lrr Fig. i, I have provided the list of 50 papers most frequently cited in the
scientific literature during 1967. (See Appendix A for the titles of these papers.)
Although I will not comment in detail on each paper, 1 do want to point out that
many of these particular papers are methodological. In retrospect, one expecls that
such method papers will be frequently cited, but it comes as a surprise that they
predominate so strongly. Furthermore, the age of these papers is even more dramatic,
illustrating how today’s research still depends upon methods and theories developed
in previous generations. While examining the list of ‘super-classics’, as Professor
Price (1965) would call them, one notices that the theoretical and other fundamental
discovery papers aiso appear on the list. As we will see later, papers like these can be
identified with the key events in the history of science or medicine. The predominance
of biologically-oriented papers in contrast to those in the physical sciences is, of
course, not a measure of the relative ‘importance’, social or otherwise, of molecular
biology as contrasted to solid state physics. It probably simply reflects the quantitative
ditTerences in and character of publication in these areas.

But why is it not possible to construct a dictionary of key citations? Why a
dictionary of primordial citations? We can, of course, in many cases associate a key
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word with a key paper.The neologism ‘cupbenics’,firstused by L&derberg in 1%3, can,
of eoswse, be mod as a cross-refermce to that paper. The umkrlying concept of
essphenics,however, was known long before that time.

Many primordial citations identify key medical discoveries althougi_L at the time
of the discovery, an appropriate nomenclature was not even available. Consider the
classical case of diabetes and the discovery of insulin by Banting and Best (Fig. 2).

A.

:

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

;:
K.

BAiWNO,F. Ci. smd Brsr, C. H. (1922), 3%mcrcaticextrasts. 3. Lab. clin. Med., 7,464.
BANTINO, F. G. (192$), Nobel prim Lecture.
BAWSNO,F. G., Bz?r, C. H. and MACLESXI,J. J. R. (1922), The internal secretion of the
PSSW*. Amer. J. Physial., 39,479.
BANSWO,F. G. and BFST,C. H. (1922), The internal secretion of the pancreas. J. Lab. d.%
Med., 7, 231.
BAt.STtNO,F. G., BsaT, C. H., COLS.S?,L B., MACLEDO,J. J. R. and NosaLs, E. C. (1922), The
at%crof pancreatic extract (insulin) on normal rabbits.Arrrsr.J. Phytio/., 62, 162.
BANTSNO,F. G., B-, C. H., Cor.rJP,J. B., MACLWD, J. J. R. and NoaLx, E. C. (1922), The
etTacssof ioxulin on experimental hyperglycemia in rabbits. Arrrer.J. Physiol., 62, 559.
BAtWtSW,F. G., Bmr, C. H., COLLIP,J. B., CAMPBELL,W. R. and FLETCStEX,A. A. (1922),

Pancreatic extracts in the treatment of diabetes mellitus, Curd. rrsed.Asf. /., 12, 141.
ScHhsnm, J. E. (1959), Medical Discoveries ( Who and When), p. 237. Thomas, Springtleld, N.
SKrNNSrLH. A. (1%1), 3% Origfn oJMedfcaf Terms, p. 22S. Williams and Wilkims, Baltimore.
DEMEVER,J. (190S), Glycolyse, hyperglycemic, glycosuric et diabete. J. MAf. Brux., 13, 778.
BesT. C. H. (1960), Ewchs in the history of diabetes. 1ss: R. H. Williams (Ed), Diobercs,P. 1.

H&per and Row, New York. -
L. Wm. C. H. (1%3), In: C. H. Best (Ed) SsIectcd Arpers of Charles H. BSSI. Univ. of Toronto

W, Toronto.

Pig. 2. Bibliography on insulin (Banting and Eest).

The association between diabetes mellitus and pancreatic defect was known for
nearly 30 years prior to the discovery of insulin. In a historical review (A), Banting
and Best refer to an early success by George Ludwig Zuclzer, a German physician
who isolated a crude pancreatic extract in 1908. This Zuelzer used to treat diabetes in
several patients and some improvement was noted. Unpredictable side reactions and
failure by others led to abandonment of this treatment. Until then diabetic control
had been limited to carbohydrate deprivation. The dietetic approach eventually
produced starvation, overwhelming infection, coma, and death. As shown in Fig. 2,
the first hint of their historic discovery, according to Banting’s Nobel Prize lecture
(B), ap- in ~ December 1921 Proceedings of the American Physiologic/ Society.
This report was later abstmcted and expanded in two journal articles in 1922 (C, D)
under the title ‘Internal secretion of the pancreas’. T’he word ‘insulin’ was not used.
In another research paper (E) which followed, however, the word ‘insulin’ does appear
in the title but in parenthesis after the expression ‘pancreatic extract’. In a research
PW subsequerntiy published (F), the word ‘insulin’ is used and ‘pancreatic extinct’ is
omitted.

Banting and Best do not give their mason for coining the word. The point I wish
to stress is that the fit case report of the clinical use of insulin which is often cited as
a clasaic (G) did nor contain the word ‘insulin’.*

‘Insulin’ first appears as a main index word in the 1923 2nd Quarter Ird?x Medims.

● 3n extensively reviewing mediexl histories, B@’s memoirs, etc. (~ L), my colleague, Dr.
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Gene Joslin mentions a 192i notebook of Best in which the word ‘isletin’ is used and
that Banting and Best used the word ‘insulin’ orally two months after publication of
the classical 1922 paper published in the Canadian Medical Association Journal.

The important point 1am trying to stress in this typical example of what structural
linguists call the process of analogousIhgukric draw? is that primordial citations
must be distinguished from primordial words. only an a posreriori intellectual effort
can clearly identify what might then be called a ‘key’ citation. For any student who
wants a quick identification of the classical paper on the clinical use of insulin
mentioned above, The Dicrlonary o~Primordial Citations will be extremely useful. The
reverse may also be true. The paper or book with which a concept may become
identified may appear many years after the term is in vogue or being heavily used. In
fact, many times no clearly identifiable citation is associated with the word. As any
etymologist knows, to identify the first occurrence of a word or phrase is no small
task; and each particular subsequent use, whether in lay usage or in scientific usage,
is only a shade ditTerent than the previous use.

To amplify the difficulties in correlating complex concepts with traditionally
word-structured indexing languages, consider the concept ‘protein determination by
the Folin phenol reagent’, sometimes referred to as the ‘Lowry method’. In Fig. 1, we
saw that this was first reported in 1951 and the paper is the most frequently cited
work in the 1967 literature. No term for it exists in the Medical Subject Headings Lis[
(MeSH) of Index A4edicus. The symbol Lowry 1951 JBC, however, adequately
identifies the concept. The symbol Lowry 1951, JBC vol. 193, p. 265 also identities its
exact address! Unquestionably, Index Medicus does provide for indexing papers on
protein determination methods, but that is a vastly more generic concept than the
Lowry method or derivates thereof.

Perhaps this does not seem particularly impofiant in a medical index, but does
it seem unreasonable that a researcher might ask for pafxrs in which the Lowry
method has been employed in cancer research? From the number of papers on this
topic alone, one must conclude that the depth of indexing this implies is necessary, and
further, we must find ways to bridge the gap between citation indexes and word
indexes. The Dictionary of Primordial Cita?ions can help resolve some of these prob-
lems, but must be limited to those citations which by definition have become classics.
We can only hope to develop the word synonyms or equivalents for each of about
20,000 of the most frequently cited papers each year – about 170 of all the papers
that are cited. Should we attempt to establish key or primordial citations for those
older words or word phrases which occur most frequently? Clearly, this is an entirely

Richard Torpie of Hahnemann Medical College was unable to find mention of the decision 10
use the word ‘insulin’. Schmidt (H), however, ascribes to Jean de Meyer, a French physiologist,
the term irrsrdine, circa 1909, Skinner (1) reminds us that the word ‘insulin’ IS a derivative of the
Latin irrsufa ‘island’. Of course, the active ]rrgredient is derived from the Islands or Islets of Lan-
gerhans of the pancreas. De Meyer states that it was Schaefer who presupposed in 1913 that the
Islands of Langerhans were responsible for the active principle long before the extract wss Ob_
tained. Banting, Best, and MacLeod isolated the substance in Toronto in 1921 and used the name
‘Insulin’ for their extract. We could not locate any artjcle by Schaefer; de Meyer, however, djd
write on the subject of diabetes (J). Of significance, too, is the methodical citation by Banting and
Best of Langerhans’ discovery in all their early work.
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different and possibly futile exercise. Frequency of word usage in scientific titles or
traditional indexing languages is not going to provide a necessarily useful approach
to the current literature. The historian would have great interest in knowing the pri-
mordial citations for words like ‘cancer’, ‘liver’, etc., but the searcher interested in some
specialized aspect of cancer or liver research would not be aided significantly by such
devices. In any case, extremely useful by-products can be obtained from large-scale
word-frequency analyses. Before discussing these, let me cite a current example which
illustrates why citation language is essential to current information retrieval.

Suppose that a physician comes to your library and requests current information
on the ‘Chinese Restaurant Syndrome’. This might seem like a jest, but in fact just
last year it was discussed in the New England Journal of Medicine (Schaumburg et al.,
1968) and later in Science (Schaumburg et al., 1969). The topic has also been discussed
recently in the New Scienris[ under the dubious heading of ‘Kwok’s disease’ (Chedd,
1969). These reference citations will continue to b useful citation index headings to
help scientists retrieve information on this topic. But how will the medical librarian
bridge the gap between the terms ‘CRS’ or ‘Kwok’s disease’ and these primordial
citations? We were acutely conscious of this gap between the indexing language of the
citation index and the natural language of science when we introduced the concept of
perrnuterm indexing.

The Permuterm Subject Index section of the SCI, which is still relatively unknown

to many medical librarians, is based upon title words. PSI is obviously related to the
Key-Word-in-Context (KWIC) index which has become so widely known through its
use in Biological Abs~racrs and Chemica/ Tif/es (Luhn, 1959). Since KWIC and
KWOC – or Key-Word-Out-of-Context index, not to be confused with Kwok’s
disease – are both title-derived, there are certain similarities between them and PSI.
Their differences, however, are equally significant,

C0WfWlM4AL MODIFIED
M. MUTEMN U.@UUTERU

#lnTn BlRn4eON7nOL
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Fig.3. Permutermindexingof ‘Controlof populationgrowthand birthrate’.
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In the Permurerm /ndex every significant title word ispermufed, not merel y rotated
as in KWIC, to produce all possible pairs of terms. Thus, approximately n(n-1) term
pairs are created by this procedure. In a title containing six significant words, thirty
pairs are created; for five terms, twenty pairs are created.

In very recent work we have developed modified permuterrn computer programs
which automatically or algorithmically generate ‘logical’ subdivisions in an index.
This approach, like our studies of citation frequency, is based on purely quantitative
measures of word co-occurrences. These frequency analyses establish semantically

useful word phrases and word pairs. Such analyses should not be confused with
textual word-frequency studies. We have recently completed a statistical analysis of
several million word and word-phrase occurrences for the 300,000 titles appearing in
the 1967 SC/ Source Index. These titles are the initial input for the Permurerm
Subject Index.

It is impo~nt to observe that when one seeks information on a highly spcific
topic, it makes very little difference, except for~ormar considerations, whether or not
he uses a KWIC or a permuterm index. If only one or two articles are identified in
any system, then one can quickly scan the article title. Most scientists reject KWIC
indexes precisely on the grounds of format. Secondly, and more importantly, when
one searches a subject for which there are dozens of articles, one needs subdivisions to
narrow the search to a few pertinent items. This is largely achieved in the format of
the PSI. But the pure permutation of significant title words does not contend with
the peculiar word or noun-phrase constructions of the English language. This is
sometimes aggravated by omission of punctuation marks. Thus, consider the
importance of the comma in the sentence, ‘Doctor X, while distilling alcohol, was
consumed’. Contrast this to ‘Doctor X, while distilling, consumed alcohol’ and
‘Doctor X consumed distilling alcohol’. ‘Distilling’ and ‘distilling alcohol’ are quite
distinct semantic concepts and ideally one wishes to preserve such distinctions. In an
index one may sacrifice such distinctions to increase overall retrieval effectiveness and
indexing economy.

How exciting to find that, by large-scale statistical analysis, the frequency of such
unwanted co-occumences is limited to an extremely small number. If one establishes a
minimum threshold of co-occurrence, then legitimate word phrases are identified.
If two consecutive words occur in titles x or more times, then that word pair has been
established as a legitimate word phrase. Thus, while ‘distilling alcohol’ might in fact
occur only once or twice, if the sequence did occur ten times, it would prove to be a
useful primary indexing term ! This seemingly innocuous discovery has great signifi-
cance for the et%cient design of indexes, since we can now reduce the number of
permutations while increasing retrieval speed and specificity.

Consider the indexing of ‘Control of population growth and birthrate’ (Fig. 3).
Whereas a concept like ‘birth control’ would appear as two primary terms by pure
and simple permutation, the procedure described above aufomutically indexes this
title under birth+wdrol. Unfortunately, the procedure is not all that simple because
we do not wish to separate the term ‘birth-control’ from ‘control-of-birth’. It is
precisely with this in mind that one must perform the frequency analyses after the
permutation process and then reassign the indexing terms once the appropriate word
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pairs have been identified. This procedure resolves the problem of conjunctive phrases
in which one finds expressions such as ‘control of population growth and birth rate’.
By the procedure [ have just described, such an article will be indexed under birth-
control, birth-rate, population-growth, etc., whereas previously, the primary terms
would be birth, control, growth, rate. In other words, the computer first examines the
twenty word pairs created by permutation and replaces the single-term entries by the
hyphenated expressions once it is determined that the word pair occurs above a given
threshold.

Fig. 3 shows the indexing terms which would result from the second procedure,
depending upon the statistics one might find for a particular file of information. All
high-frequency term pairs would be cross-referenced to the appropriate term since
they now function as primary terms. Thus, control-growth would be cross-referenced
to birth-control. All such studies, of cour$e, accentuate the advantages that may be
derived from pre-edit and post-edit procedures by human editors who can perform
the important indexing function of suppressing useless indexing entries. Using proce-
dures of this kind, in the future, monitoring the changing literature of science and
medicine will be possible by whatever quantitative criteria one wishes to select. One
can establish useful word phrases without resorting to human editing procedures.

It is essential to keep in mind that the deliberate purpose of the Permu(erm Index,
and indeed most co-ordinate indexing systems, is to direct the reader quickly to a
small set of references. Whenever the reader finds more than ten articles indexed
under a given primary term, we must provide him further means of refining his search.
It should also be remembemd that the PS/ was expressly designed to augment the
Cifarion fndex, to foster information recovery for a partially remembered title when
a key word is known but not a citation.

In a similar fashion, we have established that the occurrence of a given reference
citation 15 or more times in a given year clearly identifies a pufafive primordial term
which should be characterized in natural-language terms for our Dictionary of
Primordial Citarions. We must realize that this is a constantly changing task. The
Banting and Best paper on pancreatic extract mentioned earlier would be sought
under the term insulin. The searcher wants mechanisms for quickly identifying
reasonable numbers of references in a reasonable time. Dictionaries or thesauri based
on these frequency analyses appear to be reasonable objectives. Of course, this can
also be done with a controlled authority list like MeSH. But changes {n MeSli result
from analysis of indexing practices rather than analysis of the terminology occurring
in the medical literature. There is no reason, however, why the two approaches cannot
eventually be reconciled.

I would now like to turn from the theory of bibliographic symbols to the field of
historio-bibliography. If I may paraphrase a great American, Dr. Martin Luther
King, I have a dream. In Wellsian terms, this dream was symbolized as Wor/d Brai~t

and by Vannevar Bush (1945) as Memex. Unlike Mr. Wells, I hope to see my dream
become a reality while 1 am still among you.

In the first part of my presentation, I discussed the primordial term as it related to
the traditional problem of subject analysis of library materials. At least one major
significant by-product is attached to the use of primordial citations, which in this



(continued)

respect differ from their counterpart. primordial words. Bibliographic citations, as we
have seen, not only identify or symbolize subject matter, but as ‘addresses’, citations
contain chronological information which permit one to easily arrange them. When
this is done, one has a crude history of the development of a subject. This is not new.
Retrospective bibliographies ha$e been arranged in chronological order for quite
some lime. But now, let us see what happens when we use, not merely the citations
which identify the source documents, but also the reference citations. In Fig. 4, I have
drawn a circle for each citation shown in a bibliography on staining of nucleic acids,
and given each one an accession number. Unlike a traditional bibliography, the set of
15 source citations is drawn in a network diagram in which the lines with arrows

Fig. 4. Cnation network of articles on nuclelc acids. Citation relationships illus[ra[ed by network
of 15 papers from a bibliography on nucleic acid staining.

indicate that, for example, paper 13 has cited paper 6. Anyone can create such a
diagram for a simple network and I always make my students at the University of
Pennsylvania do this when they compile a bibliography. When the number of source
documents in the network becomes quite large, however, one can run into considerable
difficulty in simply portraying this information. In a recent paper we have shown how
these problems of display can be overcome (Garfield and Sher, 1967; see also Garfield
and Malin, 1969). It is not my intention or purpose to digress to this interesting
problem. The important point 1 wish to stress is that we have available a means for
displaying citation networks without human intervention.

What is the significance of all this for the medical historian and bibliographer?
It means that, in the near future, the compilation of bibliographies will be inseparable
from writing the history of that field, A scholar will be able to sit before his computer
console and he will specify some starting point — a person, a word, a citation, a place.
Given a particular word or document, he will then ask the computer to display a list
of pertinent papers. Then the computer will draw or display for him a historical road
map which will show him not merely the list of papers and books, but also a graphical
approximation or detailed history of that subject. In an earlier paper (Garfield er al.,
[964), we simulated this process by reconstructing the recent history of the genetic
code by a process of citation analysis. At that time we traced the history up to the
time of Nirenberg’s now classical paper.
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lt is difficult to comprehend how hard it is to display such information until one
tries to draw the complele diagram of any given field. But again, frequency analysis
simplifies the problem; with certain exceptions we can eliminate anything from the
overall network which does not satisfy a given critical threshold of citation linkage,
and place it /enrporari/y in a computer storage area. When we wish to examine the
particular period in history more closely, we can do so by zooming in, and then, as
historians, try to understand what significance, if any, some of the many uncited
papers may have. We know, in fact, that probably 10~0 or more of the literature is
never cited again once it is published — possibly a measure of the redundancy
necessary to insure that any average paper does, in fact, get into the general stream
of things (Price, 1965).

The recent history of DNA was reconstructed by vastly more simple procedures
than that which we employed to do the early history of the genetic code. The basic
assumption was simple: given a list of the recent papers on the topic, about 30 or 40
published in 1967 and cited in a single review or found in a straightforward literature
search, the bibliogmphies of all the 1967 papers were examined and a master list
compiled. Since several hundred papers were cited, all were eliminated which were
cited only once. By a process of iteration, the next group of cited references to be
eliminated were those cited only twice, etc. Eventually, this led to the list of papers
shown in Fig. 5, each of which was cited five or more times. Subsequently, the list of
papers was checked in the 1967 Science Ci/a/ion Index and we attained a further veri-
fication of the significance of each paper by ascertaining that they are also highly cited
in general. It is significant that for a fast-moving, active field like molecular biology,
one must repeat this type of procedure for each preceding year if one wishes to com-
pletely fill in the eventful years from 1961 to 1967, during which time we have come
from the breaking of the genetic code all the way to in virro synthesis of life in the
recent work of Kornberg e[ a/. (refer to Appendix B for citation data to Fig. 5).

Of further significance is that many of these papers (indicated by black circles in
Fig. 5) appear on our list of most heavily cited papers in the literature. Since that list
is confined to the 170 per year which are cited 15 or more times per year, one would
expect that a lower rate, about 5 cites per year as it turns out, would be sufficient for
a specialized field. Thus, to write the entire history of science and medicine as distinct
from merely writing the history of DNA or any other specific topic, one’s interest
would center on events of broader impact and scope.

By way of reiteration, I wish to mention that this history of DNA was written by
my assistant, Marie V. V. Williams, under my instructions, even though neither of us
knows anything about genetics. I do not think any geneticist would seriously challenge
the diagram in Fig. 5, and it, therefore, becomes a perfectly valid teaching aid to the
student and a great time saver for the historian.

Let me spell out the implications of these examples – if they are not self-evident
from my discussion – for your future dealings with the reader who is faced with a
common problem: given a bibliography of ]00 papers on any selected field — and
today that is commonplace – how can one select the key group of papers to read
jirsr? One must make choices since he cannot possibly read everything, Here you have
seen how, starting with se~eral hundred references, we have identified a dozen or so
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Fig. 5. Citation network of DNA articles based on review of 1%7 literature by A. Sadgopal in
Advances in Generics (Academic Ress, New York, 1968, v. 14, p. 325-404). Legend (refer to
Appendix B): 1, Sheehan 1958; 2, Bray 1960; 3, Nirenbcrg 1%1; 4, Marcker 1964; 5, Nirenberg
1964; 6, Marcker 196S; 7, Brenner 1965; 8, Khorana 1965; 9, Nirenbcrg I%5; IO, Khorana 1%5;
11, Marcker 1966; 12, Khorana 1966; 13, Marcker 1966; 14, Khorana 1966; 15, Adam 1966;
16, Webster 1966; 17, Nirenkerg 1966; 18, Ochoa 1966; 19, Nakamoto 1966; 20, Berberich 1%7;
21, Lucas-L.eortard 1%7; 22, Caskey 1967; 23, Ochoa 1%7: 24, Khorana 1967; 25, Nirertbwg
1967; 26, Ochoa 1967; 27, Khorana 1%7; 28, Ochoa 1%7.
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Fig. 6. FIft y mosl c!ted authors for 1967, ranked according to total times cited.

papers which represent the core of this field, and the ‘field’ can, of course, be indivi-
dually tailored to the reader’s needs. If you have done the recent history of DNA for
one student, it can be used by another; but if faculty members or researchers have
chosen less known topics, one must be equally prepared to solve their selective
reading problems as well.

Finally, let me briefly turn from the topic of histono-bibliography to that of
sociology. At the recent AAAS meeting I presented a paper, ‘Can Nobel Prize
winners be predicted?’ (Garfield and Malin, 1968). The title was somewhat facetious,
but actually a more correct title would be ‘Can the Nobel Prize winners be forecasted?’.
‘To predict’ is a very strong term, one expected from the followers of Nostradamus.
‘To forecast’ is a probabilistic term: a meteorologist forecasts the weather by stating
certain probabilities; he cannot predict the weather with absolute certainty.

In the same way, it is not possible to predict using the SC1; it is possible, however,
to say that from the list of men shown in Fig. 6, one can forecast with high probability
that several will receive the Nobel Prize. This is no small achievement when one
considers that the approach is based on a purely objective method which does not
require a personality appraisal or a reading of the works by these men.

The ultimate decisions will, of course, be made by their peers in the Swedish
Academy, etc., but there can h little doubt, as was stated by NeweIl (1962), that
citation indexes will be used increasingly as a means of evaluating scientific merit.
This was originally proposed by Golay (1953) and recently expressed by Cranberg
(1969) in Physics Today. This will, of course, require more meticulous attention to
bibliographic practices to insure fair treatment for all, but within the bounds of
acceptable error, the evidence is very clear that the SCI has become a major socio-
metric tool. The recent work of the Coles (1968) and others is merely a harbinger of
future developments.

I have tried to show the inseparable relationship that exists between the con-
ceptual problems of bibliographic control, subject analysis, symbol theory, and the
history and sociology of medicine. It has been an ambitious undertaking. Undoubted-
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Iy. [ have only scratched the surface and 1 leave it to other$ with less pragmatic
concerns than publishing a work of the size and scope of the SCI. Let the scholars like
Professors Merton find Price do their job. we have certainly giien them all the

ammunition they need.
In closing, let me relate that we now plan 10 complete the data base that will be

needed to fully arm the historian who wishes to deal with the history of the decade
1961-1970. As soon as practical, we will fill in the SL”Ifor the missing years of 1962 and
1963, and at the same time use the ten-year d~ta base to create discipline-oriented
indexes which will include chemistry and physics as well as the social sciences and
education. By the time this enormous data base is completed. we expect that our
computer hardware and software will be caught up and the dream I hate sketched
here will be realized at least insofar as we presently conceive of it.

appendix A

Titles of fifty most cited articles for 1967 ranked according to total numheroftlmes
cited (refer to Fig. l).

rank
1. LOWRY, 0. H.. ROSELIROUGH.N. J., FARR. A. L. and RANDALL, R. J., Protein measurement

with the folin phenol reagent.
2. REYNOLDS, E. S., The use of lead c!lrate at high PH as an electron-opaque stare ]n electron

microscopy.
3. LuFT, J. H.. Improvement sinepoxy resin embedding methods.
4. FISKE, C. H.and SunBARow. Y., Thecotorimelr!c determinat ionofphosphrous.
5. FOLCH. J., LEES. M. and SLOANE STANLEY, G. H., A simple method for the [sola!!on and

purltication oflotal llpldc$ from animal tissues.
6. BRAY. G. A.. As!mpleeffic!ent hquldscmtlllator forcounting aqueous solutionsm altquid

sclntllla[fion counter.
7. SAtEATINI.D, D., BENSCH.K. and BARRNETT. R. J., Cytochemistry and electron microscopy:

the preserva[lon of cellular ultrastructure and enzymatic activity by aldehyde fixation.
8. SPACKMAR,D. H., Smlr+, W. H. and MOoRE, S., Automatic recording apparatus foruseln the

chromatography of amino actds.
9. GORNALL, A. G.. BAREmWILL, C. J. and DAVID, M. M., Determination of serum proteins by

means of the b]uret reaction.
10. LI~EWEAVER, Hand BURK, D., Thedetermination ofenzyme dissociation constants.
Il. BuRTo~, K.. Asludyof thecondit!ons andmechalllsm of thedlpheny laminereactlon for the

colorlme!r!c estimation of deoxyribonucleic acid.
12. DUNCAN, D. B., Multiple range and multlple Ftests.
13. ScE+El~Em3ER,J. J.. Amicro-mcthod forimmuno-electrophoresis.(ln French).
14. DOLE, V. P., A relation between non-csterlfied fatty acids in plasma and the metabolism of

glucose.
15. DAVIS, B. J,, Disc electrophore$is, Il. Method andapplication tohuman serumprotclns.
16. NELso~, N.. Aphotometric adapt ionofthe St>mogyi me(hodfor thedetcrm!na[ion of glucose.
17. RI ED. L. J.and MuEr.4cte, H., Asimplc methc)d ofestlmatlng fifty percent endpoints,
18. MDORHEAD, P. S., NOWELL, P. C.. MELI.MAN, W. J,, BATTIPS,D. L). and HuNGERFoRD, D.A.,

Chromosome preparatlcmsof leukocytes cultured from human peripheral blood.
19. MARMuR, J,, Aprmedure fortheisolat lontlfdeoxyribon uclelcac]d frommicro-organisms.
20. JACOB,F, and MoNoo, J., Genetic regulatory mechanisms inthesynthesis ofprotc!ns.
21. WATSON. M. L., Stain ingoftissuc sections for electron microscopy with heaky metals.
22. pAt-AnE, G. E,, Astudyoffixatton forekctron microscopy.
23. KARNovsKY, M, J., Slmplemethods forstain!ng wlthlead athlghpH inelectron microscopy.
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24. MAILTIN, R. G. and AMES, B. N., A method for determining the sedimentation behavior of
enzymes: apphcatton to protein mixtures.

25. SMITHIES, 0., Zone electrophoresis in starch gels: group variations in the serum proteins of
normal human adults.

26, BARTLETT. G. R., Phosphorus assay tn column chromatography.
27, BARKER, S. B. and SUMMERSON,W. H., The calorimetric determination of lacl!c acid in

biological material.
28. EAGLE, H., Amtrsoacid metabolism in mammalian cell cultures.
29. ROSENFELD,A. H., BAREIARO-GALTIERI,A., POOOUKY, W. J., PRICE, L. R., SODING, P.,

WOHL, C. G,, Roos, M. and WILLIS, W. J.. Data on particles and resonant states.
30. GELL-MANN, M., Symmetries of baryons and mesons.
31. TREVELYAN, W. E., PROCTER,D. P. and HARRISON,J. S., Detection of sugars on paper chro-

matOgl ams.
32. WARREN, L., The thiobarblturic acid assay of sialic acids.
33. ANDREWS, P., Estimation of the molecular weights of protein in Sephadex gel-liltratlon.
34. MONOD, J., WYMAN, J. and CHANGEUX, J. P., On the nature of allosteric transitions: a plau-

sible model.
35. SCHMIOT, G. and THANNHAUSER,S. J., A method for the determination of desoxyrlbonucleic

acid, ribonucleic acid. and phosphoproteins in ammal tissues.
36. BARDEEN,J., COOPER,L. N. and SCESRIEFFER,J. R., Theory of superconductivity.
37. DEDUVE, C., PRESSMAN,B. C., GIANETTO, R., WATT[AUX, R. and APPELMANS, F., Tmsue

fractionation s!udtes. 6. Intracellular d!stnbution patterns of enzymes in rat-liver tissue.
38. KARPLUS, M., Contact electron-spin coupling of nuclear magnetic movements.
39. AHLQUIST, R. P., A s[udy of the adreno~ropic receptors.
40. Duams, M.. GILLS-S, K. A., HAMILTON, J, K., REBERS,P. A. and SMITH, F., Calorimetric

method for determination of sugars and related substances.
41. ELLMAN, G. L., Ttssue sulfhydryl groups.
42. WARBURG, O. and CHRISTIAN, W,, Isolation and crystallization of the fermentation ferment

enolase. (In German).
43. GELL-MANN, M., The symmetry group of vector and axial vector currents.
44. MANDELL, J. D. and HERSHEY,A. D., A fractionating column for analysis of nucleic acids.
45. DOLE, V, P. and MEINEttTZ, H., Microdeterm!nation of long-chain fatty acids in plasma and

tissues.
46. LrTCHFIELD JR., J. T. and WILCOXON, F., A simplified method of evaluating dose-effect

experiments.
47. MILLONIG, G., Advantages of a phosphate buffer for 0s0, solutions in fixation.
48. FRIEDEMANN, T. E. and HAUGEN, G. E., Pyruvic acid. II. The determination of keto acids in

blood and urine.
49. MOORE, S. and STEIN, W, H., A modified ninhydrirr reagent for the photometric determination

of amino ac!ds and related compounds.
50. JAFFE, H. H., A reexamination of the Hammett equation,

appendix B

Citations to network of DNA articles based on review of 1967 literature by
A. Sadgopal in Advances in Genetics (Academic Press, New York, 1968, v. 14, p.

325-404) (refer to Fig, $.

node
1. SHEEHAN.J. C. and YANG, D. M. ( 1958), The use of N-formylamino ac]ds in peptide synthe-

SIS, J. Amer. Chem. .SOC.,80. 1I 54.
2. BRAY, G, A. (1960), A simple efficient liquid scintlllator for counting acqueous solutlons in a

liquld sctntillatlon counter, ,4na/yf. Biochem., 1, 279.
3. NIRENBERG, M. and MATTHAEI, J. H. (1961), The dependence of cell-free protein synthesis in
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E. coli upon naturally occurr!rsg or synthe[ic polyrlbonucleoiidcs. Proc. nuf. Acad. Sci.
( Wash.). 47, 1588.

4. MARCKER. K. A. and SANL,ER,F. (1964). N-formylmelhionyl-sRNA. J. mokc. Bird.. 8, 835.
5. NIRLNBERG, M. and L~PtrL,P. ( 1964). RNA codewords and protein synthesm-effec[ of tr[-

nuclcol ides upon blndlng of sRNA to rlbmomes. Scierrcc. 145. 1399.

6. MA RCkER. K. (1965). Formation of N-formyl-methlonyl-sRNA. J. mcdec. Bwl., 14, 63.

7. BRENNkR,S., STRETION, A. O. W. and KAPLAN, S. ( 1965). Gcnetlc code — nonsense tnplels
for chtsm term] natwrr and their suppressmn. Norure. 206, 994.

8. SOLL, D., OHTSUKA, E., JONES. D. S., LOHRMANN, R., HAYATSU, H., NKHIMURA, S. and
KICORANA, H. G. ( 1965). Studies on polynucleotldes 49. Stimulation of blndlng of aml-
noacyl-SRNAS to rlbosomes by rlbotrmucleoudes and a survey of codon w.tgnments for
20 amino acids. Proc. not. A cud. SCI. ( Wash.), 54, 1378.

9. NIRf NBERG, M., LEDER, P., BERNFIELLE.M.. IJRIMACOMBE,R.. TRUPfN, J., ROTCMAN, F. and
O’NEAL, C. ( 1965), RNA codewords and pro!ein synthes!s. 7. On general nature of RNA
code. Proc. mff. Acad. SCI. ( Wash./, 53, 1161.

10. NI\NIMURA. S.. JONES, D. S., OHTSU~A. E.. HAYATSU, H.. JACOB,T. M. and Kt+ORANA, H. G.
( 1965). .Nudles on Poh nucleOlldcs. 47. l?~~<~(rosynlhesls of honmpepl Ides as directed by a
ribopolyrsucleot ide contamlng a rcpeatlng trinucleotlde sequence — new codon sequences of
Iyslne glutam[c acid and arg!nine. J. moh,c. B/o/.. 13, 283.

11. BRErSCHER. M. S. and MARCKER, K. A. { 1966). Polypetldyl-s-ri bonucle!c acid and amlno-
acyl-s-rlhonucleic acid bmdingsttes on rlbosomes. Narurc-, 211, 380.

12. Jo~m. D. S.. NISHIMURA, S. and KHORANA, H. G. ( 1966), Studies on polynucleotides. 56.
Further syntheses in vitro of copolypeptides conminlng 2 amino acids In alternating
sequence dependent upon DNA-llke polynlers containing 2 nucleotides In alternating
sequence. J. molec. BIoI., 16, 454.

13. CLARK. B. F, C.and MARCKER, K. A. ( 1966). N-formyl-methlony l-s-ribonuclei cacld and chain
Inltlal[on in protein biosynthesis –- poll pep~ide synthesis directed by a bacteriophage
rlbonucleic acid in a cell-free s)stem. Nufure, 211, 378.

14. MOItGAW, A. R., WELLS, R. D. and KHORANk. H. G. (1966). S!udles on polynucleotides. 59,
Further codon assignments from am!no acid mcorporatlons directed hy ribopolynucleotides
containing repeating trmucleotide sequences. Proc. rraf. Acad. Sri. ( Wash.), 56, 1899.

15. ADAaES, J. M. and CA PECCHI, M. R. ( 1966), N-formylmethjony l-sRNA as Init!ator of protein

s) rs!hesls.Proc. nut. A cad. Sci. ( Wash.), 55. 147.

16, WEBSTER, R. E.. ENGELHARDT, D. L. and ZINUER, N. (1966). In viiroprotein synthesis —chain
Initlatlon. Proc. naf. Acad. Sci. ( Wash.), 55, 155.

17. KELLOGG. D. A., DOCTOR. B, P., LOEEIEL, J. E. and NIRENnERG, M. ( 1966), RNA codons and
protein synthesis. 9. Synonym codon recognition by multiple spectes of valine-, alanine-,
and methionine-sRNA. Proc. naf. A cad. Sci. ( 1$’u$h. ), 55, 912.

18. STANLEY, W. M., SALAS. M.. WAHBA, A. J. and OCHOA, S. ( 1966). Translation of genetic
message — factors in initiation of protein synthesis, Proc. nuf. ,4cad, Sci. ( Wash.), 56, 290.

19. NA~AMOTO, T. and KOLAKOFSKY, D. ( 1966), A posslblc mechanism for Initiation of protein
s! n!hes]s. Proc. naf. Acad. Sri. ( Wash.). 55, 606.

20. BERBERICH, M. A., KOVACH, J. S, and GOLOBERGER, R. F. (1967), Chain initiation in a
polycistronic message — sequential versus simultaneous derepression of enzymes for histi-
dme biosynthesis in Salmonella typhimurlum. Proc. nal, Act/d. Sci. ( Wash,), 57, 1857.

21. LUCAS-LENARD, J. and LIPMANN, F. ( 1967), initiation of polyphenylalanine synthesis by N-
acetylphenylalanyl/sRNA. Proc. na/. A cad. Sri. ( Wash.), 57, 1050.

22. CASt.EY, C. T., REDHELO, B. and WEISWMCH. H. (1967), Formylatlon of guinea pig liver
melhicmyl-sRNA. Arch. Bioc/rerrr.. 120, 1 I 9.

23, SAL,W,. M,. HILLE, M. B,, LAST. J, A,, wAI+~A, A. J. and OCHOA, S. (1967). Translation of
genellc message. 2. EfTect of initiation factors on binding of formyl.methiony l-tRNA to

ribosomes, Proc. nut. Acad, SC;. ( Wash.), 57, 387.

24, GI+OSH. H. P,, SJjLL, D, and K“oFL~N~ H. G, ( 1967), S[udles on polyn”c[eoticfes. 67. Initiation

Jof protein synthesis in vitro as lSI died bY using rlb~polynucl~ot[dcs with repeating nu-
cIeot ide sequences as messengers. J, wok, fkd.. 25, 275.
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25. MARSI+ALL, R. E., CASKEY, C. T. and NIRENEERC, M. (1967), Fine structure of RNA code-
words recognized by bacterial amphibian and mammalian transfer RNA. Science, 155, 820.

26. LAST. J. A.. STANLEY. w’. M., SALAS, M., H[LLE. M. B.. WAHBA, A. J. and OCHOA, S. (1967),
Translation of genetic message. 4. UAA as a chain termination codon. Proc. rraf. Acad. Sci.

( Wash,), S7, 1062.
27. K6SSEL. H., MORGAN. A. R. and KHORANA. H. G. (1967), Sludies Of pOlynucleOlides. 73.

Synthesis in vitro of polypeptides containing repeating tetrapeptlde sequences depmdent
upon DNA-hke polymers containing repeating tetranucleotide sequences — direction of
reading of messenger RNA. J. rrrokc. Bfo/., 26, 449.

28. SALAS,M., MILLER, M. J., WAtELIA,A. J. and OCHOA, S. ( 1967), Translation of genetic message.
5. EtTect of Mg+ + and formulation of methionlne !n protein s) nthes!s. Proc. mat. A cad. Sci.

( I+’cJ,/,.,, 57, 1865.
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The delay irrpublication of scientific
papers is a constant source of frustra-
tion for their authors. Perhaps no seg-
ment of the literature is subjected to
greater publication delays than that
which eventually appears in the bound
volumes emanating from international
meetings and symposia. In May 1969,
1 presented a paperl which brought
together much of my theoretical and
practical work on the subject of index-
ing. During the twenty months it took
to publish that work I was not scooped,
as so often happens these days, but a
number of developments did take place
which made it obsolete without an ap-
propriate supplement. I tried to rectify
the situation by publishing a short

paper in Naturez which has been re-
printed in Current Currents” 3 . Indeed,
the subject has been anonymously
editorialized (a regrettable practice) in
Natureq and amplified by Cawkells.
I in turn have responded to the chal-
lenge with a letterG whose publication
has been delayed by the British postal
strike.

1.

‘r
“.

3.

4.

5.

April 14, 1971

Of even greater significance, insofar
as the topic concerns science policy
smdies or the sociology of science,

there ha”e aPP=ed in Socio%y
journals not usually seen by most CC o
readers a series of studies which pro-

vides almost incontrovertible support
for the claim that citation analysis can
be correlated quite weU with other
more subjective methods of analysis.
Perhaps the most striking study to
follow up the work of ColeT is that of
Hagstroms, who has obtained an amaz-

@Y high correlation with Cartterg in
evaluating graduate academic depart-
ments. These and several other relevant
paperslo-15 are listed below and will
be discussed in the future.

Following this editorial, the paper 1
originally read in Amsterdam is re-
printed in its entirety. Quite frankly,
this is the most economical method of
getting it into the hands of those who
have expressed interest in the topic. As

is our custom, reprints are available.

<;,irtl~,ld, E. “citation Il)dexing, Hiscorio-Bibliography, and the Sociolmw of Scienc e.”. . . . .
ill l)rocecdi)l~.~ of the ‘17]ird J)!tcrrlutiotml Ckngress ofAledicd Librarianship, ,4 msk-r-
(Idm, 5-9 .Ifa.y, /969, cd. by K.E. Davis & W.D. Sweeney (Exccrpta Mcdica, Amstcr.
dam, 1970) pp. 187-204.

(;,[rticld, E. Citation indexing for studying science, Nature 227:669-671, 1970.

Current Cottte}!ts/Li~e Scictlces 13(46):45-51, November 18, 1970,

Anonym[,us. More gan,cs with numbers. [An editorial in] Nature 228(5273):698-699,
1970,

Cawkcll, A,E. Science Cifutian IIIdex, [ A letter to the editor ofl Nature 228(5273):
789-790, 1970.
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